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MAIN FEATURE

James using his time in 
the park very wisely: 
exhale JB, then breath
Credit Toby Bromwich

It’s a format that suIts the modern 
world: invite the very best riders, leave a few 
slots for the rest of the kiting masses to fight 
over through the medium of ‘clips’, and then sit 

back and watch the hype build… and hype there was. 
this year saw the comp side of things taking a slightly 
more serious turn with individual, independently judged 
runs, rather than a what-your-mates-think format. think 
skating or snowboarding – think X Games. we had a 
man on the ground in the form of James Boulding  
taking  it all in for us.
 
Photos Courtesy triple-s photo Crew –  
toby bromwiCh/lanCe Koudele/bryan elKus
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The Triple-S Invitational

I
think the triple s is the only event that i 
have blocked out every year in my calendar. 
in the life of a pro-kiter it’s rare that you 
know what you will be doing in 3 months’ 
time, it’s a very volatile world with trips 

and competitions coming and going, but the 
triple-s seems to be that ‘go to’ event that 
you can count on for your first week of June. 
since winning a wildcard entry three years 
back i have attended like clockwork. 

Cape hatteras is the location for this 
unique event, and it’s a pretty crazy place. it’s 
three hours from the airport and you spend 
the last hour driving down a spit of land no 
more than a kilometre wide with ocean on 
one side, and an area of flat water on the 
other (the sound) that is pretty much waist 
deep as far as the eye can see.

since finishing the Freeride project 1 
(featuring aaron, sam, tom and myself) we’ve 
been looking for some inspiration to kick start 
the Frp ii. Knowing what we could expect at 
hatteras we locked in a ride, a pimp bachelor 
pad and flights to arrive at the same time in 
norfolk a week before the event. real holds 
some of the best kite sliders in the 
business and we figured we could 

kill two birds with one stone and score some 
footage and some practice before the event. 

“ ThIS EvENT IS IT 
bRINgS TogEThER 

dIFFERENT
gRoUpS oF kITERS 

FRoM All ovER 
ThE plAcE

ANd pRodUcES AN 
ATMoSphERE coN-

dUcIvE FoR
pRogRESSIoN ”

Tom ticking pretty 
much all of the ‘NORTH 
KITES!’ boxes. 
Credit Toby Bromwich

New dawN
previously the triple s has followed a very 
relaxed and cruisey format. riding when you 
felt like it and going with the flow, votes by 
the riders judging the riders. it was a very 
democratic and easy way to do things, giving 
the riders a dose of the highest quality of rail 
riding. with an influx of more prize money 
and some very dubious results in years gone 
by, however, there was a need to find a 
structure that dealt a little more fairly to the 
riders and produce an event that can be the 
blueprint for growth in a way similar to the 
X-Games. with five solid rails and kickers this 
year, the slopestyle format was brought up 
and a course and point system was designed 
giving each rider their own private run 
through the real slider park that would be 
judged by three judges and scored with an 
overall run score. as usual the event is made 
up of surf, slicks (flat water freestyle tricks) 
and sliders. riders were divided into heats 
and these were set for the competition.

BaNter?
it’s always fun going to the states, there is 
always a certain rivalry and banter between 
the us riders and the euro’s. of course as 
soon as we step foot into the states the usual 
tea and queen jokes come flowing through, 
although that seems to be the extent of things, 
i don’t think the word banter even exists in the 
american dictionary! one of the great things 
with this event is it brings together differ-
ent groups of kiters from all over the place 
and produces an atmosphere conducive for 
progression. the Florida boys: alex Fox, billy 
parker, matt sexton and the worral brothers 
make the pilgrimage up from their laid back 
lives of surf, sun and flat water riding. this is 
met with the rest of the north american na 
blend, Craig Cunningham, brandon scheid, 
sam medysky. and this year definitely had the 
feeling of a ryder Cup… there has been big 
debate recently about whether pKra riders are 
way better than the euro competition riders. 
with all this raging behind the scenes the new 
format triple-s was set to really produce some 
interesting results!

Brandon Scheid  
finding time for a bit of 

Method Air loving.
Credit Toby Bromwich
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The King of the Triple-S 
2013: Sam Light
Credit Toby Bromwich

Eric Rienstra getting  
a fresh perspective
Credit Lance Koudele

No secoNd chaNces 
with a solid wind forecast we knew that it 
would be a busy week, so we stocked the house 
with food and beer and set in for some good 
riding. one thing with this format is the need 
to be able to throwdown when needed with 
no warm up and to get your hits right on the 
features. Kiting sliders is a very imperfect thing, 
at the cable the pull is always the same and 
you can line things up the same every time, 
whereas in kiting there are so many variables 
with changing wind, chop and the movements 
of sliders so it’s big ask to get it right first time…

the event kicked off on day one after the 
first night’s event party and we got straight into 
the slider comp heats. with two rounds of two 
runs every rider had four runs through the park 
to try and post their score and – with a perfect 
sw breeze – the event couldn’t have boasted 
better conditions. 

by the day’s end the heats were finished 
and these resulted in a finals featuring sam 

light, alex Fox, eric reinstra, billy parker, bran-
don scheid, aaron hadlow, Chad worral, brian 
smith and myself. 

day two brought a much more changeable 
weather system, but still set on a sw breeze we 
knew we’d have the best possible conditions. 
we got straight into things and the finals went 
down with an incredible level of riding. one 
of the great things with this event is how it is 
forcing progression. Kiting kicker tricks such as 
moby dicks, pete rose 5s, whirlys, crow mobes 
and dum dums were landed alongside the spin 
tricks like heel 720s and toe-backside 720s 
to make for a very tricky job for the judges! 
in my opinion the format was a huge success. 
although the time on the water was reduced 
dramatically it gave everyone an equal chance 
to show off what they could do in the park and 
the closest feeling as yet to what it feels like to 
compete in an X Games slopestyle contest. 

there were no huge queues for rails,  
everyone had their time on each obstacle and 
the pressure was definitely there to make  
you think very carefully – as you must in  
any competition.
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And the sliders…  
Credit Lance KoudeleoNe dIrectIoN

For us the event really embodied where we’re 
going with the Freeride project. not taking 
things too seriously but really trying to push 
different types of riding and tricks in an atmos-
phere that breeds creativity. i’m a huge fan of 
the new pKra riding format but now, with the 
format based around just five tricks, it’s easy to 
get just focused on choosing five or six tricks 
and just repeating them over and over until 
you can do them in your sleep so that in the 
comp you’re a bit of a performing monkey. a 
big part of our new project is going to be based 
around kicker tricks, we really feel that this 
is the part of the sport that has had the least 
attention. it really is the future – there are so 
many possibilities for tricks and individuality 
added when you put kickers and waves in the 
mix. with our time in the states we really tried 
to use the floating kickers to practice and dial 
in tricks that we then took to the waves. in the 
next few years you will see a huge progression 
in this field, it is the area in which there is so 
much space for change. Flat water tricks at 
present have almost been exhausted, people 
are trying to push the next 180 degrees spin 
but other than that there is nothing that hasn’t 
been done.

the Neglected ‘s’ steps up
with some waves starting to roll in and the 
wind switching, the event rolled further south 
down Cape hatteras to the lighthouse where 
the surf part of the comp was run. normally 
the surf gets last choice of conditions and 
there have been many days with the surf hap-
pening after a heavy night of partying, but with 
only half the slicks event done and the promise 
of it happening after the surf there were more 
than the usual number of sober participants. 
 

Sam chasing tail   
Credit Toby Bromwich 

The other King: Mr 
Hadlow ruling the Slicks 
Credit Toby Bromwich 

Sliding all day long…

Le pad

Definitely not neglected: S=Surf 
Credit Lance Koudele
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Logo, check.  
Credit Toby Bromwich 
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and so, after the success of the surf part of 
the competition, the rest of the slicks got 
underway. Following the same heat pattern 
the format consisted of a run of four tricks, 
two to the left and two to the right. two heats 
of these, and your best two left tricks and two 
right were counted as a score of four tricks. 

this certainly added a degree of pressure. 
all us brits and euros definitely felt like we 
had a good chance in this discipline as a lot 
of us made our way into the industry through 
competing in freestyle competitions, and it 
seemed to show as some of the big names in 
the slider event failed to make it through into 
the finals… the final was made up of sam light, 
sam medysky, alex Fox, ewan Jaspan, billy 
parker, aaron hadlow, Craig Cunningham, rick 
Jensen and myself: an even split between the 
na blend and the euros.

with flat water and lightish winds a perfect 
run was thrown down by five time world cham-
pion aaron hadlow pretty early on, and already 
it was clear that the rest of us were competing 
for second and third place… rick Jensen threw 
down his new trademark manoeuvre straight 
away, a new seatbelt grab backmobe which 
had everyone on the beach bewildered. he’s 
the only guy on the planet throwing it down 
in such a way, honed by many hours at the 
cable park practicing. i urge you to check out 
a photo midway through this trick and try and 
work out what’s going on and how he turns it 
into a mobe! 

sun, wind and a nice day in the surf followed 
and a great show was put on. local favourite 
Jason slezak put on a good show with some 
signature lazy backside hacks and there  
was plenty of aerial action by some of the 
younger riders.

“ A pERFEcT RUN 
wAS ThRowN 

dowN by AARoN 
pRETTy EARly oN, 

ANd AlREAdy IT 
wAS clEAR ThAT 
ThE REST oF US 

wERE coMpETINg 
FoR SEcoNd ANd 
ThIRd plAcE… ”

UK Crew bringing the 
sunset ambience  

Credit Lance Koudele
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Men’s SURF
1 Jason Slezak
2 Mark Miedama
3 Teddy Lyons
 
Men’s SLICKS
1 Aaron Hadlow
2 Rick Jensen
3 Ewan Jasper
 
 
 

Men’s SLIDERS
1 Sam Light
2 Alex Fox
3 Eric Rienstra
 
Men’s OVERALL
1 Sam Light
2 Alex Fox
3 Eric Rienstra

Women’s SURF
1 Colleen Carroll
2 Dominique Granger
3 Kris Kinn
 
Women’s SLICKS
1 Colleen Carroll
2 Victoria Soloveykina
3 Kris Kinn

Women’s SLIDERS
1 Colleen Carroll
2 Claire Lutz
3 Sensi Graves
 
Women’s SLIDERS
1 Colleen Carroll
2 Kris Kinn
3 Sensi Graves

results

Best Session Brandon Scheid  
Rookie of the Year Alex Fox  
Best Wipeout Laura “Lulu” Vroman  
Slickstyle Attitude Billy Parker  

with the sun setting on the final few runs by 
the finalists, the feeling of completion was 
in the air and – true to triple-s form – the 
party started. there’s nothing more crazy 
and eventful than a good triple-s party and, 
this year an afterparty after the event night 
party went down seeing the dubplates, a 
reggae band from Charleston who took over 
one of the big beach houses and turn it into 
a rager… 

as events go the triple-s has always been 
one of my favourites. it’s always a chance to 
progress and ride the best kite park in the 
world. it seems now it has finally stepped 
up and turned itself into a much more 
formal competition, making you get your 
act together and step up to the plate. Given 
time and investment there’s no way it can’t 
be bigger and more pleasing on the eye than 
any other kite event competition. the format 
is now there to introduce live scoring, web 
streaming and a tV format that viewers can 
enjoy and understand. will it happen? only 
time will tell but the seed has been sown, 
and i guarantee that next year the level will 
improve hugely: the competitive part of 
the sport in this field has just been given an 
electric shock…  

Now that is laid out… 
Credit Toby Bromwich

Thank you REAL!
Credit Bryan Elkus
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